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Inflation Gets Interesting!


The rapid easing of US pandemic lockdown restrictions has seen a surge in US inflation
to near thirteen year highs.



On 16 June, an understandably concerned and newly hawkish US Federal Reserve
tweaked their interest rate forward guidance accordingly, prompting a broad based dollar
rally.



In less than a week, EUR / USD retraced nearly 300 points from the pre-FOMC highs of
$1.2200.



Are the Fed’s inflationary concerns well founded or are they the result of a
transitionary/temporary supply bottleneck?



We’ll have to wait until 1.30pm on 13 July, when the US Bureau of Labor and Statistics
release their now hotly anticipated June 2021 Consumer Price Index numbers.



Ahead of that crucial US inflation print, dollar sellers who may feel that this large / sharp
dollar move is slightly overdone could do worse than take note of the very strong multimonth technical support levels (as per chart below) at $1.1700/$1.1750 from late March /
early April.

(Source: Bloomberg)
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